Navarro College Police Academy
Notice of Duties for Psychological Exam (L-3)
Basic Peace Officer Course
Name of Applicant Being Examined: ___________________________
This medical examination is being conducted pursuant to Texas Commission on Law Enforcement Rule
§217.1(b)(12), which states that an applicant is:
“[E]xamined by a psychologist, selected by the appointing, employing agency, or the academy, who
is licensed by the Texas State Board of Examiners of Psychologists. This examination may also be
conducted by a psychiatrist licensed by the Texas Medical Board. The psychologist or psychiatrist
must be familiar with the duties appropriate to the type of license sought. The individual must be
declared by that professional, on a form prescribed by the commission, to be in satisfactory
psychological and emotional health to serve as the type of officer for which the license is sought.
The examination must be conducted pursuant to professionally recognized standards and methods.
The examination process must consist of a review of a job description for the position sought; review
of any personal history statements; review of any background documents; at least two instruments,
one which measures personality traits and one which measures psychopathology; and a face to face
interview conducted after the instruments have been scored. The appointee must be declared by that
professional, on a form prescribed by the commission, within 180 days before the date of the
appointment by the agency;
(A) the commission may allow for exceptional circumstances where a licensed physician
performs the evaluation of psychological and emotional health. This requires the appointing
agency to request in writing and receive approval from the commission, prior to the
evaluation being completed; or
(B) the examination may be conducted by qualified persons identified by Texas Occupations
Code § 501.004. This requires the appointing agency to request in writing and receive
approval from the commission, prior to the evaluation being completed; and
(C) for the purpose of meeting the requirements for initial licensure, an individual's
satisfactory psychological exam that is conducted as a requirement of a basic licensing
course may remain valid for 180 days from the individual's date of graduation from that
academy, if accepted by the appointing agency”
The duties of a peace officer typically include, but are not limited to:
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Works on rotating shifts performing security patrols, traffic control, investigation, and first aid at accidents,
detection, investigation, and arrest of persons involved in crimes or misconduct. This may include periods of
high physical exertion, including chasing and fighting one or more subjects. Maintains normal availability by
radio or telephone for consultation on major emergencies or precedent. Patrols streets, parks, commercial and
residential areas to preserve the peace and enforce the law, control vehicular traffic; prevent, detect, and
investigate misconduct involving misdemeanors, felonies, and other law violations and to otherwise serve and
protect.
Responds to emergency radio calls and investigates accidents, robberies, civil disturbances, domestic
disputes, fights, drunkenness, missing children, prowlers, abuse of drugs, etc. Takes appropriate law
enforcement action. Interrogates suspects, witnesses, and drivers. Preserves evidence. Arrests
violators. Investigates and renders assistance at scene of vehicular accidents. Summons ambulances and other
law enforcement vehicles. Takes measurements and draws diagrams of scene. Conducts follow-up
investigations of crimes committed during assigned shift. Seeks out and questions victims, witnesses, and
suspects. Develops leads and tips. Searches scene of crimes for clues. Analyzes and evaluates evidence and
arrests offenders. Prepares cases for giving testimony and testifies in court proceedings. Conducts patrol
activities including directing traffic, investigation of reported or observed violations of law, and conducting
patrol activities.

I certify that I have reviewed the TCOLE Rule regulating this exam, and that I have reviewed the
duties of a peace officer:
Signature of Licensed Professional Conducting Exam: _______________________________
Printed Name Licensed Professional Conducting Exam: _______________________________
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